
If you have not studied a creative subject before or you are worried you may not achieve a 6 in Art, this task is your 
opportunity to demonstrate your skill/passion in the Fashion & Textiles and your ability to cope with the A-level 

course. Please ensure this is to the best of your ability. 

Task One  HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:

You must follow this link to the ‘LINE’ Textiles Pinterest board: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/mrcharlesworth/textiles-l-i-
n-e-year-one/ . Create a Pinterest Board named ‘LINE’ and pin at least 35 images which inspire you, using ours as 
a starting point. For now, imagery must be black and white only. Imagery must link to Line in some way. 

Task Two COMPULSORY: 
You will document your summer holiday break through the medium of line drawing. You should use black media 
only; pencil, biro, fineliner, charcoal, pastel, watercolour and/ or ink. Techniques: continuous line; layering; thick and 
thin lines; overlapping media. Keep the drawings loose and abstract- we are not looking for hyperrealism! Draw onto 
found paper, photographs, collages, music sheets, book pages- anything you have around. 

Consider drawing: your home; the people you live with; yourself; friends; your garden; objects that are precious to 
you; the view from your window; any place you visit; everything in your cupboards; text. Anything can become a 
line drawing. 

You will create a minimum of 30 drawings on paper no bigger than A6. 

Task Three COMPULSORY: 
Make at least one sketchbook of your drawings- You may want to split your drawings into a series of smaller 
sketchbooks- e.g. three books of 10 drawings. Depending on the type of book you would like to make, you may 
complete this stage before you begin drawing. 

Consider: concertina books; stitched together pages; taped together pages; sections which fold out in usual ways; 
different types of paper (envelopes, newspaper, card). Examples on Pinterest board and see second sheet of 
SIL for exemplar. Neutral colours only. 

Checklist: 
• Pinterest board LINE with 35 images
• 30 black line drawings documenting your summer break
• Drawings presented in handmade sketchbook/ sketchbooks

We look forward to seeing all of your work, Lisa and Emily.
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